Game Testing of a Poker game

Client Overview

Business Requirements

Key Challenges

Client is a real money technology group, delivering
cutting-edge technology solutions.
Their portfolio
currently includes companies in the Gaming arenas,
Software Development, Hospitality and Media &
Entertainment

To provide flawless End user experience

Few players to none around at any given time

To ensure full functional validation of the poker game on
Android

Exceedingly difficult to get some specific Hands

Key requirement: End to End functional validation of
their mobile poker game application
Testing Types: Functional Testing, Compatibility Testing,
Performance Testing, User Acceptance Testing

To conduct Stand-up meetings on daily basis, bug triage
and retrospective meetings after completion of release
To provide daily status reports and weekly metrics

No standardized game design document, no database access and zero test cases
available
Validation of the game functionality by choosing the best fit mobile devices
Measuring application performance across multiple android devices
Ensuring flawless user interaction with the application interface

Deliverables
Daily Status reports, Release retrospective report, Defect reporting Test Case
document, Suggestions document to improve the quality of the game application

Case Study

Sample Reports

Sample Reports
Sample Poker Estimation Sheet

Our Solutions

Business Impact/Benefits delivered

Implemented process, templates and guidelines for functional testing
Created Check-lists to ensure the game functionality (Payouts, Betting, Buy-in, Hand strength, Table and player
preference, join table, hand strength, Parallel play, Menu, Game finances etc.)

Exceeded client’s expectation in delivering more than what they asked for
(Performance, Compatibility testing). Team received positive feedback on the
quality of work delivered.

Tested and fixed the game mechanics issues, asset integrity and checked the stability pitfalls

Developed a regression testing scenario of 66 critical test cases that reduced the
testing time and helped test the app swiftly and seamlessly.

Performed Compatibility test to check if the game app could be installed on 5 devices and then ensured game
consistency with the supported devices

Implemented QA best practices for an improved visibility into the quality of the
game application and testing

Performed GUI testing to check the parts of user interface & graphics: menu structure, colors & backgrounds,
screen resolution, font size, animations etc.

Assessed and provided information regarding areas of improvement of the game
application

Major defects have been fixed and retested as part of UAT

Ensured complete functionality testing on the game play and improved the end
user experience of the game application.

Conducted benchmark testing using the Game Bench tool.

Team found few good issues which are marked as major and requires fixing

Tools/Technology
Microsoft Excel, Game Bench
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